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The electronic structure problem
Hamiltonian

•
•
•
•

•

Hamiltonian for N electrons in the presence of external potential v (r):

Use atomic units
Ĥ = T̂ + V̂ee + V̂ ,
Born-Oppenheimer
where the kinetic and elec-elec repulsion energies are
approximation
Schrödinger equation
N
N ÿ
N
1ÿ
1ÿ
1
2
T̂ = ≠
Òi ,
V̂ee =
,
All non-relativistic
2
2
|r
≠
r
|
i
j
i=1 Schrödinger equation
i=1 j”=ifor stationary states
6N-dimensional
(but added back in)
and difference between systems is N and the one-body potential
{T̂ + V̂ee + V̂ } = E ,
antisym
Wavefunctions
N
ÿ
antisymmetric and
V̂ = is vmuch
(ri ) simpler than :
The one-particle density
i=1
normalized
ÿ
ÿ⁄
Often v (r) is electron-nucleus
n(r) = N
. . .attraction
d 3 r2 . . . d 3 rN | (r‡1 , r2 ‡2 , . . . , rN ‡N )|2
Only discuss ground‡1
‡N ÿ
Z–
state electronic
v (r) = ≠
–|
and n(r) d 3 r gives probability
ofRfinding
any electron in d 3 r around r.
– |r ≠
problem here, but
Schrödinger equation
Wavefunction
variational
principle:
where – runs
over all nuclei,
plus weak
applied E and B fields.
many variations.
I E [ ] © È |Ĥ| Í is a functional
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6N-dimensional Schrödinger
equation
stationary
states
I Extrema
of E [ for
] are
stationary
states, and ground-state energy is
{T̂ + V̂ee + V̂ }

=E

,

E = min
È |T̂ + V̂ee + V̂ | Í
antisym

normalized
The one-particle density where
is much is
simpler
than and: antisym.
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n(r) = N

ÿ
‡1

ÿ⁄
ABC of ground-state DFT
. . . ES14$ d 3 r2 . . . d 3 rN | (r‡1 , r2 ‡2 , . . . , rN ‡N )|2
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and n(r) d 3 r gives probability of finding any electron in d 3 r around r.
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DFT method
KS potential of He atom

Kohn-Sham
1965
1964:$HK$theorem:$$There$exists$F[n]$

n(r)

Define fictitious non-interacting electrons satisfying:
;

Every density ha
potential.a
Red line: vS (r)
potential.

<

N
ÿ
1 2
≠ Ò + vS (r) „j (r) = ‘j „j (r),
|„j (r)|2 = n(r).
2
j=1
where vS (r) is defined to yield n(r).
Define TS as the kinetic energy of the KS electrons, U as their
Hartree energy and

a

vS (r)

T + Vee = TS + U + EXC

v (r)

!2

the remainder is the exchange-correlation energy.
Most important result of exact DFT:
vS (r) = v (r) +

n(rÕ )
d r
+ vXC [n](r),
|r ≠ rÕ |
3

≠

!4
!2

⁄

vXC (r) =

Accurate exch
potentials and tota
the helium isoelect
Umrigar and X. Go
3827 (1994).

0

”EXC
”n(r)

!1

0

z
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ABC of ground-state DFT

Knowing EXC [n] gives closed set of self-consistent equations.
Kieron (UC Irvine)

ABC of ground-state DFT
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OrbitalQfree$DFT:$$Approximate$Ts[n]$directly,$and$go$much,$much$faster.$
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Outline

Density functional theory

Semiclassical analysis of DFT

Toy model: SNIFs

Closing

Semiclassical
analysis and density functional theory
Local approximations=semiclassical
Consider scaling to continuum limit:
v ⇣ (r) = ⇣ 1+1/d v (⇣ 1/d r) ,

N ! ⇣N.

where d is spatial dimension.
Lieb and Simon (1973) proved that Thomas-Fermi theory is
relatively exact as ⇣ ! 1, i.e.,
E TF E0
!0
E0
Equivalent to changing Z = N for neutral atoms.
Schwinger and Englert showed LDA exchange is relatively
exact for atoms as Z ! 1
May$19,$2014$
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Outline

Density functional theory

Semiclassical analysis of DFT

Toy model: SNIFs

Closing

Conjecture on KS-DFT Exc

Kieron’s conjecture
Almost certain that
LDA is relatively exact in the ⇣ ! 1 limit
Exc

lim

⇣!1

LDA
LDA
Exc
Exc
Exc
=
=0
EXC
EXC

Kieron’s instinct:
Success of simple local-type approximations is because they
are crude attempts to capture leading corrections to
asymptotic limit (LDA)
Corollary:$$Leading$correcVons$to$LDA$in$this$limit$ARE$what$we$are$
trying$to$capture$with$more$accurate$DFT$approximaVons$
May$19,$2014$
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Semiclassical work in progress
• Almost exact exchange at almost no cost
– for 1d boxes, do LDA calculation, then
evaluate semiclassical exchange.

Hardy$Gross

• Semiclassical holes versus LDA/GGA holes

AXla$Cangi

– For 1d boxes, see huge improvement over
LDA holes, pointwise in space

• Turning points
– Finally derived and proved formulas in
The coauthors:
presence of turning points
Stefano Pittalis

Raphael$Ribeiro

Andrea Floris, Hardy Gr
Cesar Proetto, Antonio S

• RPA correlation energy of atoms

– Very bizarrely fits semiclassical limit
May$19,$2014$
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B.$Strong$correlaVon$
• Ongoing project with Steve White at UCI
• Apply DMRG to continuum problems

Thomas$E.$Baker

May$19,$2014$

Lucas$Wagner

Miles$Stoudenmire
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Mott-Hubbard gap
6

Entanglement "Energy"

0.4

Energy Gap (a.u.)

• Classic prototype of
condensed matter
• Infinite chain of H atoms
• When lattice spacing is
large, must be an
insulator
• But with one electron
per site, always a band
metal

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETT

PRL 109, 056402 (2012)
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FIG. 3 (color online). Exact gaps for chains of N soft hydrogen
atoms with atomic separation b ¼ 4 (error bars are less than
symbol sizes). The upper curve is a quadratic fit of exact gaps of
the largest six systems and extrapolates to a finite value Eg ’
0:33. The exact Kohn-Sham gaps, in contrast, extrapolate to zero
showing that for N ! 1 the true KS system is metallic (lower
curve is a linear fit of exat KS gaps of the largest six systems).

One$Dimensional,Con.nuum,Electronic,Structure,with,the,
Density$Matrix,Renormaliza.on,Group,and,Its,Implica.ons,
for,Density$Func.onal,Theory,E.M.$Stoudenmire,$Lucas$O.$
interacting system, the KS system is the unique noninterWagner,$Steven$R.$White,$Kieron$Burke,$Phys.$Rev.$Le..$
acting system with the same density [20].) In the thermo109,$056402$(2012).
$$
dynamic limit, the KS gaps extrapolate to zero, so that
May$19,$2014$
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FIG. 4 (color o
interacting 4-at
N ¼ ðNL ; NR Þ r
right of the cu
with NL ¼ 3,
while those wit

Defining the l
where the trac
system, the en
ES14$ the exact N ! 1 KS system is a metal. This is consistent 9$ of the entangl
with the fact that each finite KS system in Fig. 3 has one
most probable
electron per unit cell and thus a half-filled band (in contrast
low ‘‘energy’’
to the unrestricted LSDA which breaks spin symmetry for
states accordin
this system).

week ending
Proof of convergence of 30KS
eqns
AUGUST 2013

YSICAL REVIEW LETTERS

Lemma: Z d3 rðv½n0 $ðrÞ ' v½n$ðrÞÞðn0 ðrÞ ' nðrÞÞ < 0: (6)
s always a•linear
sities that lowers
ch KS step, the
Proof.—Following Ref. [9], we apply the variational
on, yielding
the
• Oops:
Already
proven
byground-state
Gritsenko
and
principle.
Since
nðrÞ
is
the
density
of the
a given tolerance
Baerends
– see
our
erratum.0
potential(2005)
v½n$ðrÞ, we
have E
v½n$ ½n$ < Ev½n$ ½n $, or
Z
ize the energy as
d3 rv½n$ðrÞðnðrÞ ' n0 ðrÞÞ < F½n0 $ ' F½n$;
(7)
For an N-electron
• Consequence:
take one step for some
otential vðrÞ,
the
½n$. It is also true that
where F½n$ ) T ½n$ þ E

S
HXC
– dE/dλ
always
<
0
at
ends
curve
0
Ev½n0 $ ½n $ < Ev½n0 $ ½n$, so we of
may
switch primes with
– Guarantees
minimum
unprimes in aEq.
(7). Adding the resulting equation to the
þ EHXC ½n$;
(1)
Eq. (6).
j
– Canoriginal
proveyields
always
converges for λ < λc
Note that the lemma is true for any interaction between
ninteracting (NI)
– Assume
Hilbert
space
electrons,
including
none. finite

Guaranteed,Convergence,of,the,Kohn$Sham,
Equa.ons,Lucas$O.$Wagner,$E.$M.$
Stoudenmire,$Kieron$Burke,$Steven$R.$White,$
Phys.$Rev.$Le..$111,$093003$(2013).$

n$ is the Hartree3]. The KS equa-

May$19,$2014$

¼ "j !j ðrÞ;

(2)

Kohn–Sham,calcula.ons,with,the,exact,func.onal,Lucas$O.$
Theorem.—Given an arbitrary
physical density nðrÞ as
Wagner,$Thomas$E.$Baker,$E.$M.$Stoudenmire,$Kieron$
input into the KS algorithm, Burke,$Steven$R.$White,$Phys.$Rev.$B$(submi.ed)$(2014).$
!
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dE
½n
$
!
E0v ½n$ ) v % !
( 0;
(8)
!
!
!
d%
%¼0

Semiclassical origins of strong correlation
• Consider vs(r) as function of bond length R
• For exact KS potential, new turning points
occur at about R=3.3 Å
• Coulson-Fischer point (where spontaneous
symmetry is broken) is 3.3 Å in LDA
• Beyond that point (i.e., for strongly correlated
systems), there is a different asymptotic
expansion!
• Explains failure of local approximations for
strongly-correlated systems.
May$19,$2014$
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C.$Machines$
12

Chapter 1. Introduction

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.10 a) 25 randomly chosen 64 × 64 pixel images from the Olivetti face database. (b) The mean
and the first three principal component basis vectors (eigenfaces). Figure generated by pcaImageDemo.

May$19,$2014$
When used

ES14$ such low dimensional representations often
12$
as input to other statistical models,
result in better predictive accuracy, because they focus on the “essence” of the object, filtering
out inessential features. Also, low dimensional representations are useful for enabling fast

Machine learning
• Powerful branch of artificial intelligence
• Essentially fitting and interpolating
• Maps problem into much higher-dimension
feature space, using a simple kernel
• Higher-dimension often means more linear
• Perform regression in feature space
• Project back to original problem

May$19,$2014$
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Kernel ridge
regression
Method
•

Kernel ridge regression (KRR). Given {xj , fj }

fˆ(x) =

M
X

j k(xj , x)

length scale

j=1

•

k(x, x0 ) = exp( kx
Minimize:

C(↵) =

M
X

(fˆ(xj )

↵ = (K +

2

))

f j ) 2 + ⇥ 2 ⇥ ⇥2

j=1

2

x0 k2 /(2

I)

1

f

noise level

http://www.ics.uci.edu/~welling/classnotes/papers_class/Kernel-Ridge.pdf
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ML applications in electronic structure
• All driven by Klaus Mueller of TU Berlin,
computer science.
KlausQRobert$Müller

• ML now being applied directly to, e.g.,
molecular energies from geometries for
drug design, many by Matthias Rupp (U.
Basel)

Ma.hias$Rupp

• Our efforts are focussed on finding Ts[n]
from examples, headed by John Snyder
(Humboldt fellow at TU Berlin/MPI Halle)
John$Snyder

May$19,$2014$
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•
•
•
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j,N

Dataset

Dataset

Generate 2000 potentials. Solve for up to 4 electrons.
2

n x⇥
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4
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2

0
0

1

0
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0
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:
bi )2 /(2c2i )).

(1)

1, . . . , 2000, randomly
], and ci ⌅ [0.03, 0.1].
r the KE Tj,N and denNumerov’s method, for
ror in Tj,N due to disich is too small to limit
use samples 1 through
les 1001 through 2000

RR) to approximate the
r version of regression
ting [10]. In KRR, the

nj , n),

(2)

ed, nj are training denures similarity between
rbitrarily chosen as the
of nj . We choose the
ML:

⇥ 2

⇧ /(2⌅ 2 )),

(3)

May$19,$2014$
the length scale.
The
cost function

kcal/mol, where c = 0.0556 has been chosen to minimize
the error. For the ML-DFA, both the mean and maximum
absolute errors improve as M increases, and improve slightly
as N increases. At M = 80, we have already achieved
“chemical accuracy,” i.e., a MAE below 1 kcal/mol. At
M = 200, even the maximum absolute error on the entire
s diftest set is below this mark. In addition, incorporating
ferent N into the training set has little effect on the overall
performance.

Performance for T

Performance

kcal/mol

N

M

⇥

| T|

| T |std | T |max

40

2.4

10

5

238

3.3

3.0

23.

60

1.0

10

5

95

1.2

1.2

10.

80

6.7

10

6

48

0.43

0.54

7.1

100 3.4

10

7

43

0.15

0.24

3.2

150 2.5

10

7

33

0.060

0.10

1.3

200 1.7

10

7

28

0.031

0.053

0.65

2

100 1.3

10

7

52

0.13

0.20

1.8

3

100 2.0

10

7

74

0.12

0.18

1.8

4

100 1.4

10

7

73

0.078

0.14

2.3

1-4† 400 1.8

10

7

47

0.12

0.20

3.6

1

TABLE
I. Dependence
of the performance
of ~the
ML-DFA
on
LDA ~ 223
kcal/mol, Gradient
correction
159
kcal/mol
the number of training densities, M , and electron number,
N . The noise level, , and the length scale, ⇥, are determined via cross-validation. The
performance is given by the
ES14$
mean (| T |), standard deviation (| T |std ), and maximum
(| T |max ) of the absolute errors, in kcal/mol, of the functional evaluated on the test set. † Training set includes nj,N
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3
the total energy gives
⇥T [n]
=µ
⇥n(x)

onto the subspace spanned by the relevant dimensions, we
can eliminate this noise. This projection is given by
v(x),

(6)

Pm, (n) = V ⇤ V,

(9)

functional derivative?

which can be used to find the ground-state density within a
where V = (x1 , . . . , x )⇤ and ⌃ is the number of relevant
given approximation for T [n], while µ is adjusted to produce
eigenvectors. In Fig 1, the projected functional derivatives
the total show
energynear
gives
the subspace spanned by t
the required particle number.
The
(discretized)
functional
exact agreement,
= 15 andspanned
⌃ = 5. onto
the total energy gives
ontofor
themsubspace
by the relevant dimensions, w
can
eliminate
this noise. This pr
derivative of the ML-DFA is given by
The final⇥T
test
of the ML-DFA
is to produce
a density
that
can eliminate
this noise.
This projection
is given by
[n]
⇥T [n]
= energy
µ v(x),
minimizes the total
and check its error.(6)Typically, we
Pm, (n) =
= µ v(x),
M
⇥n(x) (6)
expect the error to be larger than that of the functional
eval1
Pm, (n) =
V ⇤ V,
(9
⇥n(x)
⇥
⌅n T̂ (n) =
(n
n)k(n
,
n)
(7)
loc
j
j
j
on to
thefind
exact
For density
example,
T a on particles
x
which canuated
be used
the density.
ground-state
within
where V = (x1 , . . . , x )⇤ and ⌃
j=1 can be used to find the ground-state density within a
which
3is the number
= (x
.4.. . ,(Although,
x )⇤ and
⌃for
relevan
in 1d flat boxes
always
gives
aV ratio
of
1 ,produce
given approximation
for T [n],
whilewhere
µ is adjusted
to
eigenvectors.
In Fig 1,ofthe
proj
loc
given
approximation
for
T
[n],
while
µ
is
adjusted
to
produce
eigenvectors.
In
Fig
1,
the
projected
functional
derivativ
a
parabolic
potential,
T
on
the
minimizing
density
is
exthe
required
particle
number.
The
(discretized)
functional
⇥
2
show
near
exact
agreement,
for
where j = j /(⇧ x).theIn required
Fig. 2, we
compare
the funcparticle
number.
The (discretized)
functional
show
near exact
for
mfinal
= 15
and
⌃ =ML-DFA
5.
act).
To
find a isminimizing
density
for agreement,
a given potential,
derivative
of
the
ML-DFA
given
by
The
test
of
the
derivative of the ML-DFA
theML-DFA
exactML-DFA
derivative
otal energy gives tionalExact
onto
thebysubspace
spanned
bydescent
the
relevant
dimensions,
we
derivativewith
of the
is given
The
final test
of the ML-DFA
is to produce
density
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0.5645951313008806
0.5694170176403242
0.4420693171728495
0.5081940602224835
0.5799113381048154
0.5678362348598895
0.4834640277977335
0.4950144569660614
0.459203937360375
0.4205662570527381
0.5047965897298675
0.5976799418614426
0.4453254786423237
0.4898959293071353
0.4960066859011466
0.4322548560407479
0.5418490045761073
0.5286859472378347
0.4981149890354436
0.5311491284465588
0.5914435434600773
0.5759225433332955
0.4007362522722102
0.4959400801351127
0.5077158168564866
0.5932432195310449
0.5733460791404235
0.4740072756248339
0.5314007871406556
0.5503804706506275
0.5210834626114553
0.4258923441426071
0.4345528705798566
0.4866345116967513
0.5859414343226601
0.524510056949801
0.4753257600466925
0.4807004710871501
0.4801850915018365
0.4949989702352598
0.4550033334959929
0.4110679099121856
0.5043307410524706
0.5426078576324179
0.4941485628974172
0.4118748449252315
0.574408949666749
0.5112853751964107
0.4519472673718893
0.5129214842481318
0.4772975938521527
0.5053209583744364
0.5831990158889571
0.4017988981679418
0.5566289165852036
0.5532353068476618
0.4657297418468141
0.4174202422881018
0.5821800194923659

3.911674577648888
8.67330877015531
3.541514636747403
3.332712157375289
7.135152688153955
5.885541925485173
5.262683987610352
3.62263291813646
4.606936643431428
1.340024891088614
4.408481706562826
5.472334579600375
2.550224851908171
3.764107410086705
2.706093393731662
7.025290029097274
8.59166251408243
1.726935494533148
6.688534202733123
5.887062834756559
6.945590707033352
1.45256356478288
6.086484474478635
7.559337237177321
1.885091277540955
7.863592227266858
7.988513342309234
9.08135225317634
4.416924333519995
2.858371131410651
3.815123656821275
2.105782960173057
9.32386837735074
9.3847979419491
1.910770315838324
9.93467757777873
4.73983230004983
3.987888630073714
8.04099037018168
7.433883810628654
8.72249431241257
6.796263459296078
6.859255296971943
1.363177133649232
8.76714063033632
1.015171237842736
7.238990148015965
9.11776045377491
6.743529978394792
3.372061685311945
9.81266481664175
1.813952930718781
4.682408324655706
7.441047648005995
4.228694369663863
6.375772536276909
9.5740821641842
4.229974804881476
1.379491105318868
6.969363897694016
6.942052331590217
5.945295724435049
8.03118879837252
1.589160147317211
8.85815411069566
6.762463110315146
4.776138672418544
5.373320800648651
6.09002215219153
3.070996567281799
4.091176923293506
4.96749741331263
2.377028497509498
2.366656226877287
4.530310672134927
2.155276187476066
9.92433910143913
2.270764431848441
2.454354187669313
1.696376490191135
2.138629261588504
3.387516420897519
7.233942984150266
1.261670338009784
9.99189882836594
3.864226559651998

0.07551832009012722
0.0876928787020957
0.0983660639956121
0.07852548530734836
0.0956349249199585
0.06240932269593134
0.0972169632428748
0.04018659271978259
0.06326693058647106
0.0781592051575039
0.06298528328388489
0.06570186368826426
0.06424771468342688
0.06576720199559433
0.06561841006617781
0.07980750197266955
0.084738261964188
0.03135796595505673
0.0869544063742346
0.05152399439496422
0.07408636456892297
0.07433692379389613
0.07282844956128038
0.05840909867970421
0.06521780385848891
0.0951797983951825
0.0928323179868588
0.04472856905840844
0.04212208612720639
0.03722557506068529
0.04965529863397879
0.0861928382367878
0.0858648976559044
0.0840810063497973
0.03877152903045122
0.0973964303071365
0.0450110225161678
0.03595136615254331
0.03129262110881438
0.04612202343826998
0.05059967705235588
0.04037116107097755
0.0955962752949951
0.03197249245240319
0.0870852412295278
0.085826684646538
0.05867048711393652
0.03583354001918901
0.0967347280360008
0.04579335436967417
0.0951346706530719
0.0845523320869031
0.03641376226612134
0.0924462539370359
0.03993178348974601
0.0933026364108379
0.07463500644132846
0.03532177545633547
0.06306367927818108
0.06669302037176108
0.07107963920756023
0.07414379406386953
0.0987376029412809
0.07398588942349949
0.0936690521145114
0.0977990134875495
0.03835162624659654
0.03739924536269347
0.05895044789139901
0.06968276328974509
0.03836885039652842
0.06031151123783582
0.0963110933106458
0.05059199769749539
0.06652912486134806
0.0489411436180854
0.0931392820982872
0.0853562757122116
0.0857681690400504
0.06783046119270637
0.05374733302715019
0.06654228293431248
0.07736032999103362
0.05392235260994765
0.0347107535224807
0.05464216708052787

0.5086649497775319
0.4850650257010839
0.4515151404198366
0.5852941028010116
0.4408949440211174
0.5618611754744713
0.4726711603381638
0.5253173968297499
0.5381643193286885
0.5383353695983426
0.4611686076617371
0.5473728709183074
0.5203395167113864
0.5481686020053234
0.4269114966922994
0.4683927184025036
0.4564662508099403
0.580800322296872
0.403293222827825
0.4321995606997443
0.4957750456547108
0.4233969076404344
0.4272596897186396
0.4990223467101435
0.4961601035955842
0.5196620049802691
0.5146415116367569
0.4299117124064201
0.5897125000677342
0.4216580500297413
0.497023655525965
0.4812528298377607
0.5698752996855582
0.4090254720704045
0.5786659568499292
0.4280349684453508
0.559400017887981
0.5929011044925536
0.4686530881925831
0.5269730370279639
0.4421274052875277
0.4389885737869158
0.517620399931194
0.5284999992906743
0.5989638152903285
0.5470349320774566
0.5662410781222187
0.4669413688494417
0.4980631985926895
0.4845503268496217
0.5047212015277842
0.407247659218711
0.4491940043173043
0.5216671466381739
0.4402946238148492
0.447244215655568
0.5814481952546582
0.5725615130215063
0.4531443030507202
0.517427894398595
0.4930672781311588
0.4548629476738681
0.5128559599511593
0.4644105814910987
0.4120764594786555
0.5880377299069773
0.5785166211495689
0.4468132406615605
0.5451253692040614
0.5702669702356848
0.504879512949007
0.4119028637456998
0.4746736556808109
0.4731074949729489
0.5946245231853162
0.5694756278652033
0.4104016495146404
0.4669596920988839
0.576877467653029
0.5788560723486603
0.5432443229891937
0.4304935498494862
0.4274316541541941
0.4355571344074666
0.5316587974869709
0.5051543239785165

1.809709070880952
4.189229162595343
9.82668062409708
8.14461268619626
2.243825016881491
6.486450948532671
8.89032075863951
1.155756643175955
2.832289239384128
7.396341414064901
7.90542867326401
4.715521015256764
4.842862964307187
1.399253719979948
1.501048590877154
2.822503099972245
8.22877749776242
2.502191185545461
6.297133313147086
3.207122477750064
5.846222671659907
8.95059302019488
5.36207646433345
4.729884445483556
9.47421945496329
9.51608680035275
1.101098863639624
8.24973637849809
8.86521100790565
6.670274811535954
9.69945245311718
7.010226383015251
9.81895903799508
3.673880603434117
4.285706479098184
4.931948094146255
9.11978947943194
5.22121823715344
3.421695873368174
8.3641619521824
2.416276423317733
2.206183147865627
5.826144942819697
4.9879001955338
2.489565114307663
6.343764732282688
8.70600609334284
6.117669336479262
5.505849306951131
8.6021995929235
3.180268423645401
1.054506345314588
9.57800470422746
8.15403131934562
4.912298433960689
7.387561983870292
5.810342341443878
8.88452823254966
2.189456974183496
3.961825639220393
7.834870626014938
1.062923665624632
7.572783963151993
1.719981611302808
2.422694718173737
8.48288777357423
4.459069855546714
1.831662246071428
6.851478307492325
5.360783854112533
4.527748284314512
4.581927607849956
5.398545541594487
4.34290365370739
1.568860626254933
1.947130206816878
5.23036608102518
4.42557413334857
7.167289037979035
5.118512758012828
7.596013793576791
8.43232828156106
8.96022693099
9.81884128475822
4.794411329362948
4.445064096761643

0.095976684502697
0.04518368077127609
0.03264617089733192
0.04848929881736392
0.05865588304821763
0.07293633775145438
0.05632091198742537
0.0910615024672208
0.07970384658584057
0.05945110164542845
0.03887933278705098
0.0803629674069167
0.06333995603635176
0.07540490302513119
0.06352034496843162
0.05222522416667061
0.03727774324972055
0.0856788809687475
0.03345369328197418
0.07371808389404321
0.0836452454472081
0.05703615620837187
0.05780634160661002
0.0929218712306724
0.0556740133396159
0.07785377315463609
0.0882939028519791
0.08854431361856
0.0866581794842557
0.0977332470946321
0.07039341131023045
0.03535327789989237
0.04704020956533079
0.07158934023489803
0.05940487550770145
0.0969410287755626
0.06189826031162779
0.04029431905467698
0.05166215779587051
0.07996879390804805
0.07373660930828208
0.0804910989081056
0.0910408442631135
0.04126125322920861
0.05568685410478115
0.0878769436185823
0.04088387548046445
0.04553014156422459
0.0971440363586883
0.0634681851083368
0.06891913385037023
0.0998274789144316
0.089704223465467
0.05611934350568269
0.06528359492264517
0.0977643384454912
0.03327635127803191
0.0932985710685446
0.098078005933584
0.0929115322244988
0.06446115603870624
0.07636214080338054
0.0936192481138518
0.04986976063479617
0.05651923264880363
0.05983735955021298
0.06892772167363432
0.05825558914206748
0.04763840334231468
0.0388888383066967
0.05975894102927981
0.0871948963692279
0.0822574656780643
0.07492904049493838
0.04256882025605258
0.06321309041201674
0.0919529182014262
0.0517800509473799
0.0831206320171505
0.06554617006512321
0.0999924467044729
0.06121769693920587
0.03996347733060968
0.0434164193614162
0.04866392717198935
0.03386907179361738

First ‘ML meets DFT’ paper

Finding,Density,Func.onals,with,Machine,Learning,John$C.$
Snyder,$Ma.hias$Rupp,$Katja$Hansen,$KlausQRobert$Müller,$
Kieron$Burke,$Phys.$Rev.$Le..$108,$253002$(2012)$

ES14$

0.4024220371493795
0.5819244871260409
0.4352642564533179
0.5484789894348707
0.5687481170088626
0.5695359084287562
0.4056148051043074
0.5870317055827734
0.4171275695759011
0.4924043842188951
0.5872227397532248
0.5354179520994888
0.5244121975227667
0.4655456988965731
0.4331821043592771
0.4810998521431096
0.4697350798193826
0.5909621331611888
0.5433070470097552
0.4967284534354185
0.4094720200825416
0.4679023659842935
0.5503173198658324
0.5590503374710945
0.4834045749740091
0.5806015592262945
0.5265108634130272
0.5416193648861009
0.5311744230227635
0.538756085129185
0.4990744291774679
0.4969989664577149
0.5708692337579542
0.5598196803643543
0.4844513368813702
0.4560660353529726
0.493100819449519
0.514129411681418
0.4208560803818513
0.5036755718396144
0.5403850652535799
0.5806221323132373
0.4167014408128501
0.4895167206754735
0.5787056957942209
0.5449452367497044
0.5305143392409284
0.4131324263527175
0.45173467721102
0.4207242810824543
0.5758580789792047
0.5956344420441539
0.4702887735348434
0.4910483719005932
0.4923580906843156
0.479824590293356
0.5550216356360829
0.5046388124857028
0.5174384564079299
0.4621043570336795
0.5367219218216266
0.4330291254331895
0.4523240987335903
0.5394709698394433
0.4832351547748815
0.4837560035001434
0.5908529311844791
0.566434199642786
0.5010633160850224
0.5784155467566237
0.4670598506496871
0.4176805754532423
0.5258947233190487
0.4038656375892337
0.5491027801043556
0.4122312147733568
0.4465294974738288
0.5645191809121128
0.4221339680792799
0.5571586558825978
0.5115245622576321
0.5527076848906498
0.5091073130786462
0.546118275633825
0.5202815575942617
0.4659081177469465
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Bond-breaking with ML

• Performed many 1d
(a)
KS calculations of
diatomics as function
KS kinetic energies (in Hartrees) for 1d soft-Coulomb
ofandbond
length,
using
of H , He , Li , Be
LiH, for nuclear
separations
0 and 10.
LDA with softmore thorough discussion
of DVR,repulsion,
see Ref. 37.
Coulomb
the KS energies and orbitals, we diagonalize the
onian of the KS including
system in the DVRseveral
basis
with
H
=more
U T U + Vthan
, 2
(12)
(b)
V
= v [n](x electrons
)
, and the matrix elements of
D
E
2

2

2

2

†

DVR

DVR

S,↵

S

↵

DVR

S

↵

2

@
etic energy operator, Tij = ⇠i 12 @x
2 ⇠j , are
ed analytically. The electron density is given by
Xp
n(x) =
w↵ n(x↵ )✓↵ (x).
(13)

May$19,$2014$
↵

hat only the value of the densities at the quadraints x↵ need be computed and stored:

FIG. 2. The 1d soft-Coulomb model for (a) H2 (Z↵ = Z = 1,
Orbital$free,Bond,Breaking,via,Machine,Learning,John$C.$Snyder,$
N = 2)
and (b) LiH (Z↵ = 3, Z = 1, N = 4). The
Ma.hias$Rupp,$Katja$Hansen,$Leo$Blooston,$KlausQRobert$Müller,$
KS electronic
density n(x) and the corresponding KS potenKieron$Burke,$J.$Chem.$Phys.$139,$224104$(2013)$
tial vS [n](x) are shown at R = 0 (dashed), equilibrium bond
length
Re (solid), and nearly dissociated R = 10 (dot dashed).
ES14$
25$
Re values are given in Table I. Values given in atomic units.

Projection step

ñt

ñt+1

MN

g[n] = 0

Constrained optimal density
• Convergence of
constrained optimal
density with # of
training
points.
since we intend to apply our MLA to systems similar to
FIG. 5. The functional derivative of our MLA (green) cannot
reproduce the exact derivative vS [n] (blue dot dashed) evaluated at the ground-state density, because this information
is not contained in the data. However, both agree when projected onto the tangent of the data manifold MN at n (black
and red dashed). Shown for H2 at equilibrium bond length
Re = 1.63, in atomic units.

those trained on.[43] We call the solution of this equation a constrained optimal density, which is analogous
to the self-consistent solution of Eq. (15), and satisfies
g[ñ] = 0. To see that this constraint can yield an accurate
minimizing density, we project the functional derivative
onto the tangent space of MN at n, which is given as
Kernels,,Pre$Images,and,Op.miza.on,John$Snyder,$SebasVan$
all densities n0 satisfying h g[n]/ n, n0 ni = 0. From
Mika,$Kieron$Burke,$KlausQRobert$Müller,$Chapter$in$Empirical$
this we can construct an orthogonal basis, uj [n](x) for
Inference$Q$Festschri3$in$Honor$of$Vladimir$N.$Vapnik$(2013)$
j = 1, . . . , d, for the tangent space at n, and form the
projection operator
P̂ [n] =

d
X
j=1

uj [n] ⌦ uj [n],

(26)

where ⌦ is the tensor product defined by (a ⌦ b)c =
ha, cib. For our diatomic model system, d = 1 and the exact projection onto the tangent space is given by P [n] =
u1 [n]⌦u1 [n], where u1 [n] = (@nR (x)/@R)/k@nR (x)/@Rk
May$19,$2014$
ES14$
and nR (x) is the density that comes from the diatomic
with nuclear separation R. Fig. 5 shows excellent agreement between the projected functional derivatives, evaluated at the KS density. This demonstrates that the

FIG. 6. A schematic of the projected gradient descent. First,
we project the functional derivative onto the tangent space of
the data manifold MN at ñt (dashed line). Next, we take a
step along the projected functional derivative to ñ0t to lower
the energy. Finally, we minimize g[n] orthogonal to the tangent space to ensure the minimization stays on MN .

FIG. 7. Di↵erence between the constrained optimal density
ñ(x) and the KS density n(x) for various numbers of training
densities NT . The error decreases uniformly for all x. The
system is H2 at equilibrium bond length. The inset shows the
KS density.

denoising (NLGD). A brief summary of NLGD is given
in Appendix A. The full derivation is given in Ref. 45.
In the next section, we describe how to solve Eq. 25 for
26$
constrained optimal densities.

Types of errors in DFT
Orbital-free Bond Breaking via Machine Learning

• ΔEF = Ēxc[n]-Exc[n]#
• ΔED = Ēxc[ñ]-Ēxc[n]
• ΔE = ΔEF+ ΔED#

• Error analysis of
energies in kcal/mol
as a function of R
with different
numbers of training
data, on constrained
optimal densities

errors (in both KE and
in dissociation energy D
brational energy), equilib
point vibrational frequen
constrained optimal den
vary over R, in Fig. 8 w
for H2 and LiH, E = E
act density and ñ is the
we did for TSloc in Fig. 3,
driven error, EF = E
driven error, ED = E M
R, EF is largest becaus
with R, and we train on
As R grows, EF becom
has achieved high accura
negligible. We do not use
training points because t
much larger (an order of
lack of training data bey
Lastly, Fig. 9 shows t
H2 (for various NT ) and
optimal densities. The b
verges to the KS curve.
indistinguishable to the
Li2 and Be2 (not shown)
lar forces, calculated via
very accurate and should
molecular dynamics calc

(a)

(b)
FIG. 8. The total error of the model and the functional- and
density-driven errors EF and ED for H2 with (a) 10 and
(b) 20 training densities.

Next, a step is taken to lower the energy

May$19,$2014$
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ñ0t (x) = ñt (x)

✏P̂ [ñt ]
⇥

TSML [n]
n(x)

!

+ vS [ñt ](x) ,
n=ñt

where ✏ is a small positive constant.

(27)

IV.

CO

In the present work, w
duce a kinetic energy fu
free calculation of bond
27$
system. We have also s
strained optimal densit
model, despite inaccura
more training data is u
sults become. In this toy

Functional derivatives and densities
• How can we get accurate densities from lousy
derivatives?
• Once solution density is within interpolation manifold,
simply constrain derivative to stay on that manifold
• Analogy:

– Problem: find global minimum of 2D surface, given exact data
along a 1D curve in that surface that passes through the
minimum.
– Solution: Make sure you stay on the path.

• PS: Inspired density-corrected DFT, which corrects
many self-interaction errors!
Understanding,and,reducing,errors,in,density,
func.onal,calcula.ons,MinQCheol$Kim,$Eunji$
Sim,$Kieron$Burke,$Phys.$Rev.$Le..$111,$
073003$(2013).$
May$19,$2014$

Ions,in,solu.on:,Density,corrected,density,
func.onal,theory,(DC$DFT),MinQCheol$Kim,$Eunji$
Sim,$Kieron$Burke,$The$Journal$of$Chemical$Physics$
140,$18A528$(2014)$
Eunji$Sim

ES14$

MinQCheol$Kim
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Conceptual relationship
• ML works when
a)
b)
c)

There’s a rule
Rule is too complicated for humans
There’s data

• HK theorems say

a) There is a functional
b) It cannot be given explicitly, exactly
c) Examples give exact values

• More important, practically:

– In chemistry and materials, we only care about solutions to an
absurdly small fraction of possible problems, i.e., nuclear
potentials at various positions, so underlying dimensionality of
solutions is very small, just solving differential equation is hard.

May$19,$2014$
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Road map back to reality
2
II.

as this has been used in a variety of contexts. We use the
same form and strength for the internuclear repulsion:

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

Kernel ridge regression (KRR) is a non-linear version
of regression with regularization to prevent overfitting [3].
(introduce as gaussian process regression instead?) For
KRR, our machine learning approximation (MLA) takes the
weekform
ending
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T ML (n) =

M
!

k(n, n! ) = exp(!#n ! n! #2 /(2" 2 )),

(1)

(2)

where the hyperparameter " is called the length scale. The
weights are found by minimizing the cost function

The prototype DFT problem we consider is N noninteracting spinless fermions confined to a 1D box, 0 ! x ! 1,
with hard walls. For continuous potentials vðxÞ, we solve
the Schrödinger equation numerically with the lowest N
orbitals occupied, finding the KE and the electronic density
nðxÞ, the sum of the squares of the occupied orbitals. Our
aim is to construct a MLA for the KE T½n% that bypasses
the need to solve the Schrödinger equation—a 1D analog
of orbital-free DFT [14]. (In 3D orbital-free DFT, the local
approximation as used in the Thomas-Fermi theory, is
typically accurate to within 10%, and the addition of the
leading gradient correction reduces the error to about 1%
[15]. Even this small an error in the total KE is too large to
give accurate chemical properties.)
First, we specify a class of potentials from which we
generate densities, which are then discretized on a uniform
grid of G points. We use a linear combination of three
Gaussian dips with different depths, widths, and centers,
vðxÞ ¼ '

3
X

i¼1

ai exp½'ðx ' bi Þ2 =ð2c2i Þ%:

(1)

We generate 2000 such potentials, randomly sampling
1 < a < 10, 0:4 < b < 0:6, and 0:03 < c < 0:1. For each
vj ðxÞ, we find for N up to four electrons, the KE Tj;N and
density nj;N in RG on the grid using Numerov’s method
[16]. For G ¼ 500, the error in Tj;N due to discretization is
less than 1:5 ( 10'7 . We take 1000 densities as a test set,
and choose M others for training. The variation in this data
set for N ¼ 1 is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Kernel ridge regression is a nonlinear version of regression with regularization to prevent overfitting [17]. For
kernel ridge regression, our MLA takes the form,
T ML ðnÞ ¼ T!

M
X

!j kðnj ; nÞ;

(2)

j¼1

where !j are weights to be determined, nj are training
densities, and k is the kernel, which measures similarity
between densities. Here, T! is the mean KE of the training

M
!
C(!) =
#Tj2 + $#!#2 ,
(3)
FIG. 2 (color online). The shaded region shows the extent of
j=1
variation of nðxÞ within our data set for N ¼ 1. Exact (red, solid)
and a self-consistent (black, dashed) density for potential of Fig. 3.
where #Tj = TjML ! Tj and ! = (!1 , . . . , !M ). The
second term is a regularizer that penalizes large weights
set, inserted for convenience. We choose a Gaussiantokernel,
prevent overfitting. The hyperparameter $ controls
regularization strength. Minimizing C(!) gives
common in ML,

1d box

kðn; n0 Þ ¼ exp½'kn ' n0 k2 =ð2"2 Þ%;

(3)

Z2
1 + R2

(7)

Roadmap to 3d land

!j k(nj , n),

j=1

where !j are weights to be determined, nj are training
densities and k is the kernel, which measures similarity
between densities. We choose a Gaussian kernel, common
in ML:

FIG. 1 (color online). Comparison of a projected (see within)
functional derivative of our MLA with the exact curve.

VN N (R) = $

Fig. 2 shows the densities and potentials for the united
atom, equilibrium bond length, and stretched diatomic.
[J, because you have no e-e interaction, your equilibrium
molecules looks very much like the united atom limit, not
like a molecule. We need to adjust the nuc rep to make
this look more like a molecule, or use self-consistent XC
calculations].
To generate a dissociation curve like that of Fig 1, we
consider bond lengths up to R = 15, and so place the entire
system on a 500 point grid from x = !20 to 20. We then
solve the Schrödinger equation numerically using Numerov’s
method [? ]. We doubly-occupy the lowest Z orbitals, so
that N = 2Z, where N is the number of fermions. We
extract various energies and the density as a function of R
for di"erent values of N .
To construct the model, we choose M training densities
at evenly spaced R between 0 and 15. Table I shows the
performance of the MLA.

! = (K + $I)"1 T ,

(4)

where the hyperparameter " is called the length scale.
TheK is the kernel matrix, with elements K =
where
ij
weights are found by minimizing the cost function,k(n , n ), and I is the identity matrix.
i
j
The hyperparameters " and $ are determined via leaveM
X
one-out
C ð!Þ ¼
"Tj2 þ #k!k2 ;
(4) (LOO) cross validation, Define an ensemble of

III.

model selection, projected functional derivatives, OF-DFT

CHALLENGES OF SELF-CONSISTENCY

A KE functional that predicts only the energy is useless
in practice, since the minimization:
&T [n]
= µ ! v(x),
&n(x)

(8)
132 Theory and simulation

where v(x) is the potential and where µ is adjusted to
produce the required particle number, requires an accurate
functional derivative (gradient). Fig. 3 shows the gradient
of our MLA evaluated at the ground-state density is very
di"erent from the exact.

bond breaking, self-consistent densities

ML
functionals {Ti,",#
(n)} where the ith training density
is excluded.
The hyperparameters are optimized by
where "Tj ¼ TjML ' Tj and ! ¼ ð!1 ; . . . ; !M Þ. The
sec- the ensemble mean absolute error (MAE):
minimizing

j¼1

ond term is a regularizer that penalizes large weights to
prevent overfitting. The hyperparameter # controls regularization strength. Minimizing Cð!Þ gives

M
1 ! ML
%($, ") =
|T
(ni ) ! Ti |
M i=1 i,",#

(5)

Acid-sensing ion channels (ASICs) are cation channels
whose gating is controlled by extracellular pH. Equilibrium MD simulations of ASIC1 at different ionic
solutions and concentrations examining multiple titration
states of various acidic residues have been used to
identify potential proton and cation binding sites and
to study cation/H+-induced protein conformational
changes [33].

1d diatomics
! ¼ ðK þ #IÞ'1 T;

(5)

In recent work [? ], we demonstrated for the first time,

where K is the kernel matrix with elements Kij ¼ kðn
nj Þ, of ML to approximate density functionals, for
thei ; ability
a simple 1d model. However, in that work, the fermions
and I is the identity matrix. Then " and # are determined
are confined to live inside a box, restraining the variety of
through tenfold cross validation: the training set is partitioned
possibleis densities. In particular, there is no analog of a
into 10 bins of equal size. For each bin, the functional
binding energy curve, where a density is centered on two
trained on the remaining samples, and " and # are optimized
whose separation varies continuously from small to
by minimizing the mean absolute error (MAE) on sites
the bin.
The partitioning is repeated up to 40 times, and theinfinite.
hyperparameters are chosen as the median over all bins. In the present work, we consider one-dimensional
diatomic ’molecules’. The one-body potential attraction
Table I gives the performance of T ML [Eq. (2)] trained on
of an ’atom’ of nuclear charge Z is chosen to be softM N-electron densities and evaluated on the corresponding
Coulombic[? ]
test set. The mean KE of the test set for N ¼ 1 is 5.40 hartree
loc
(3390
Z
R kcal=mol). To contrast, the LDA in 1D is T ½n% ¼
v(x) = ! $
,
(6)
$2 dx n3RðxÞ=6 and the von Weizsäcker functional is
1 + x2
T W ½n% ¼ dx n0 ðxÞ2 =½8nðxÞ%. For N ¼ 1, the MAE of
T loc on the test set is 217 kcal=mol, and the modified
gradient expansion approximation [19], T MGEA ½n% ¼
T loc ½n% ' cT W ½n%, has a MAE of 160 kcal=mol, where
c ¼ 0:0543 has been chosen to minimize the error (the
gradient correction is not as beneficial in 1D as in 3D).
For T ML , both the mean and maximum absolute errors
improve as N or M increases (the system becomes more
uniform as N ! 1 [3]). At M ¼ 80, we have already
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residues near the entrance and exit of the pore that favor
or disfavor the passage of ions solely based on their charge
[32].

Membrane transporters and carriers
In contrast to membrane channels that provide a passive
permeation pathway for their substrates, transport in
membrane transporters is mediated by close interaction
and engagement of the protein and the substrate. This is
necessary owing to the active (energy-dependent) nature
of the transport process during which the energy provided
by various sources, for example, ATP hydrolysis or an
ionic gradient across the membrane, is used to actively
‘pump’ the substrate across the membrane, often against
its electrochemical gradient. Shown in Figure 3, membrane transporters are structurally much more diverse
than membrane channels, as they need to harvest various
sources of energy in the cell and efficiently couple them
to substrate transport. They are also far slower than
channels, since several stepwise protein conformational
changes of various magnitude are usually involved in their
mechanism. Along with the recent availability of structures for several different membrane transporters, MD
simulations have been employed to investigate dynamical
properties and details of the mechanism of function.
Although the time scale of the entire transport cycle

dimensionality, basis sets, representation, inversion symmetry
FIG. 2. The electronic density and potential for Z = 1, at R =
0 (solid), equilibrium bond length (dashed), and stretched at
R = 15 (dot-dashed).

3d atoms, diatomics

proves to be usually beyond the reach of transporter
MD simulations, such simulations have proven successful
in describing individual steps and transitions involved in
such cycles.

ABC transporters
ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters use ATP to
drive active transport of substrates across the membrane.
ATP binding and hydrolysis in the nucleotide binding
domains (NBDs) drive conformational changes of the
transmembrane domains (TMDs), thus switching substrate accessibility between the cytoplasmic and extracellular sides of the membrane. Elucidating the
conformational changes induced by ATP binding and
hydrolysis in the NBDs and the coupling of NBDs and
TMDs constitute two major themes in simulation studies
of ABC transporters.
The dimeric structures of the NBDs of maltose transporter (MalK) and an archaeal ABC transporter (MJ0796)
have been extensively used in simulation studies. Earlier
MD simulations of MalK performed on the three crystal
forms of MalK verified the nucleotide dependence of
opening and closing of the NBDs [34]. Simulations on the
order of 20 ns performed on different nucleotide-bound
forms of MJ0796 identified the rotation of the helical
subdomain as the primary response to ATP replacement
by ADP [35], while longer simulations (30–50 ns) were
employed to investigate the mechanism of dimer separation [36]. Using even longer simulations ( ! 70 ns) of
MalK, and through simulating the immediate effect of
ATP hydrolysis (conversion to ADP-Pi), it was proposed
that the hydrolysis reaction itself is the initial trigger for
dimer opening [37]. It was also shown that despite the
presence of two nucleotide-binding sites, only one ATP

Challenges for DFT

full symmetries, scaling

Figure 3

•

Orbital-free DFT

3d molecules
scalability, data accumulation
ab-initio MD, active learning

Membrane transporters studied recently. Shown in the same format as in Figure 1, each transporter is colored according to domain with substrates
and direction of transport indicated. These transporters are found in a variety of cellular membranes including the cytoplasmic membrane (e.g.
MalEFGK), the bacterial outer membrane (BtuB), and the mitochondrial inner membrane (AAC).

large systems, real applications
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2009, 19:128–137
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D.$$CrossQferVlizaVon$
• All preliminary results (over weekend)
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DMRG meets DFT meets ML
• Ran H4 with fixed
separations b using
DMRG (exp
repulsion)
• Use 30 values of b to
train ML version of
exact F[n]
• Yields accurate exact
binding energy curve
self-consistently.
May$19,$2014$
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Summary
• ML of functionals works to produce highly accurate
approximate functionals
• Totally different approach from anything before
• ML can even
–
–
–
–

find accurate densities
say when it will work within tolerance
break bonds
Do the full functional

• But

– only demonstrated in 1d
– Need to do arbitrary-sized system
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